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CHAPTER 8.0 
CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

 
 
CEQA Guidelines require a discussion of cumulative impacts of a project “when the project’s 
incremental effect is cumulatively considerable” (2011 CEQA Guidelines, Section 15130). As 
defined by Section 15065 (a)(3) “cumulatively considerable” means that the incremental effects 
of an individual project are significant when viewed in connection with the effects of past 
projects, the effects of other current projects, and the effects of probable future projects (2011 
CEQA Guidelines, Section 15065 (a)(3)). These cumulative impacts are defined as “two or more 
individual effects which, when considered together, are considerable or which compound or 
increase other environmental impacts” (CEQA Guidelines Section 15355). 
 
The discussion of cumulative impacts is further guided by CEQA Guidelines Section 15130(a) 
and (b), which states the following: 
 

• An EIR shall not discuss impacts which do not result in part from the project evaluated in 
the EIR. 

• When the cumulative effect of the project’s incremental contribution and the effect of the 
other projects are not significant, the EIR shall briefly indicate why and not discuss it 
further. 

• An EIR may identify a significant cumulative effect, but determine that a project’s 
contribution is less than significant. That conclusion could result if the project is required 
to implement or fund its fair share of a mitigation measure designed to alleviate the 
cumulative impact. 

• The discussion of cumulative impacts shall reflect the possibility of occurrence and 
severity of the impacts and focus on cumulative impact to which the identified other 
projects could contribute. 

 
In general, effects of a particular action or a group of actions would be considered cumulative 
impacts under the following conditions: 
 

• effects of several actions in a common location, 

• effects are not localized (i.e., can contribute to effects of an action in a different location), 

• effects on a particular resource are similar in nature (i.e., they affect the same specific 
element of a resource), and 

• effects are long term (short-term impacts tend to dissipate over time and cease to 
contribute to cumulative impacts). 

 
City of San Diego CEQA Guidelines recommend the following three considerations in 
determining the significance of cumulative impacts: 
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1. If there are known documented existing significant impacts occurring in a community, 
additional increments would exacerbate the impact (e.g., an overloaded transportation 
system). 

2. If a community plan and/or precise plan identifies cumulative impacts in the community 
wide EIR, individual projects which contribute significantly to the community wide 
impacts would be considered cumulatively significant. 

3. A large scale project (usually regional in nature) for which direct impacts are mitigated 
by the collective number of individual impacts results in a cumulative impact. 

 
8.1 DESCRIPTION OF CUMULATIVE ENVIRONMENT 
 
The study area for this cumulative analysis varies somewhat by issue area but for most issues is 
focused on the adjacent areas of the surrounding communities, such as Carmel Valley, Del Mar, 
and Solana Beach. One key exception is air quality, which is addressed at a regional (county-
wide) level because standards are set by ARB at this more gross scale. Additionally, key lagoons 
along the San Diego regional coastline are considered due to the unique nature of coastal 
lagoons. 
 
There are six lagoons in northern San Diego County with a long history of human modifications, 
particularly infrastructure construction like roads and rail that run perpendicular to lagoon 
features. Only in the past few decades has the focus been on ecological enhancement of those 
lagoons. The most recent is the SCE restoration project within San Dieguito Lagoon where 
planning and implementation occurred between 1997 and 2011 and has ongoing maintenance. 
Here, fill was removed to transform upland/farmland acreage to wetland habitat. Restoration of 
Batiquitos Lagoon was implemented over 15 years ago to create a more tidally open system. 
Plans for lagoon restoration at San Elijo Lagoon have completed environmental review and are 
currently in the permitting phase. 
 
8.2 PROJECTS CONSIDERED IN THE CUMULATIVE IMPACTS ANALYSIS 
 
The cumulative projects considered in the following analysis are listed in Table 8-1 and general 
locations are shown in Figure 8-1, Cumulative Projects. Most of the projects are located within 
the surrounding communities. Key local coastal lagoon projects are occurring or being planned 
throughout the San Diego region with recreational and habitat resources that are similar between 
the lagoons. However, other lagoon restoration or enhancement projects, such as those at Buena 
Vista Lagoon or San Elijo Lagoon, are distant from San Dieguito Lagoon with limited potential 
to cause combined impacts with the proposed project and, thus, are not included on the 
cumulative project list. If the geographic scope is expanded or narrowed for a specific topic area, 
it is described in the appropriate section. 
 
Table 8-1 identifies the project name, the jurisdiction within which the action would occur or has 
occurred, a brief description, and the anticipated schedule for implementation. This list primarily 
includes planned projects that are on file with local jurisdictions or agencies. Relevant, known 
projects that have not yet begun the planning process may also be included in this list for the 
purposes of disclosure, although adequate information may not be available at this time to  
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Table 8-1 
Cumulative Projects 

ID 
# Project Name 

General Location/ 
Jurisdiction Project Type Description Project Status/Schedule 

1 I-5 North Coast Corridor 
Project 

San Diego north coast 
region, from San 
Diego to Oceanside 

Highway 
facility 
improvements 

Caltrans - District 11 proposes improvements to 
a 27-mile stretch of I-5 in San Diego County. 
The proposed project begins at La Jolla Village 
Drive in the City of San Diego and ends at 
Harbor Boulevard in the City of Oceanside. 
Currently, I-5 is an eight-lane freeway with some 
auxiliary lanes that are frequently over capacity 
and subject to traffic congestion and travel 
delays. The project is expected to be constructed 
in phases through 2040. 
 
As part of Phase 2, a second HOV/Express Lane 
will be added in each direction on I-5 from SR 
56 to Manchester Avenue; Phase 2 also includes 
the widening of the I-5 bridge at the San 
Dieguito lagoon.  

Draft EIR/EIS July 2010 
 
Supplemental Draft EIS/EIR 
released August 2012 
 
Final EIR/EIS issued October 
2013 
 
Portions under construction 

2 North Coast Corridor 
PWP/TREP 

San Diego north coast 
region, from San 
Diego to Oceanside 

Various 
improvements, 
enhancements, 
and restoration 
associated 
with 1-5 North 
Coast Corridor 
project 

The PWP/TREP lays out a blueprint for 
implementing a program of rail, highway, transit, 
bicycle, pedestrian, and coastal resource 
improvements that span 27 miles of northern San 
Diego County. The following improvements are 
proposed within the San Dieguito lagoon area: 
 
Bicycle/Pedestrian Enhanced Trail and bridge on 
West Side of I-5 at San Dieguito Lagoon (SD#3): 
As part of the I-5 North Coast Bike Trail, a 
proposed Class I bike path would connect Del 
Mar Heights Road to Via de la Valle and would 
be 2.25 miles long and 12 feet wide. A new 
bike/pedestrian path is proposed on the western 
freeway slopes across San Dieguito Lagoon. This 
would cross the lagoon in an area where no 
crossing exists and would provide a possible 
connection to the CTC Trail. The 
bicycle/pedestrian path would be cut into a large 

PWP/TREP approved by the 
California Coastal Commission 
August 2014, amended March 
2016 (Caltrans 2016a) 
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ID 
# Project Name 

General Location/ 
Jurisdiction Project Type Description Project Status/Schedule 

fill slope south of the river. Where actually 
crossing the lagoon, the bicycle/pedestrian path 
would be suspended from the existing I-5 bridge. 
The PWP/TREP includes the Coast to Crest Trail 
LOSSAN Crossing (DM#1) that would construct 
a pedestrian crossing of the LOSSAN rail 
corridor at the western end of the CTC Trail.  

3 LOSSAN Rail Corridor 
Improvements 

Throughout San Diego 
coastal region 

Railway 
infrastructure 
improvements 

During the next 20 years, SANDAG plans to 
construct nearly $820 million in improvements 
in the San Diego County section, including a 
primary effort to double-track the corridor from 
Orange County to downtown San Diego. 
 
A portion of the LOSSAN Rail Improvement is 
the San Dieguito Double Track and Platform, 
which includes double-track; replacement of San 
Dieguito Lagoon bridge; and construction of new 
platform for fairgrounds special events. 

Ongoing – Preliminary 
Engineering and Environmental 
Clearance 

4 El Camino Real Bridge 
Replacement Project 

City of San Diego Transportation 
infrastructure 

Modify the segment of El Camino Real between 
Via de la Valle and San Dieguito Road including 
replacing El Camino Real Bridge over the San 
Dieguito River, alleviate problems associated 
with high flood events, improve pedestrian and 
vehicular access to nearby coastal and 
recreational resources, and relieve traffic 
congestion.  

Draft EIR issued in September 
2015, Final Recirculated EIR 
issued in June 2016 
 

Approved by Carmel Valley 
Community Planning Board in 
Aug 2016 
 

Pending City approval  
5 San Dieguito River Park 

Coast Ranger Station 
Via de la Valle and 
San Andres Drive 

Recreational Construct 2,400-square-foot park ranger station 
and work yard adjacent to existing trail staging 
area. 

Approved, construction to begin 
2017 

6 Hacienda del Mar Near Via de la Valle 
and El Camino Real 

Residential 150 senior housing units Proposed 

7 Widening of Via de la 
Valle – Western Segment 

Along Via de la Valle  Roadway 
improvements 

Widening of two-lane portion to four lanes, from 
existing four-lane portion at San Andres Drive 
easterly to El Camino Real. 

 Approved, construction 
expected to start 2018 

8 Sewer Pump Station 79 Along El Camino Real Infrastructure Demolish the existing sewer pump station, and 
construct a new pump house and other 
improvements. 

Pending 
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ID 
# Project Name 

General Location/ 
Jurisdiction Project Type Description Project Status/Schedule 

9 St. John Garabed 
Armenian Church 

Along El Camino Real Religious 
facility 

New 8,740-square-foot church, 17,185-square-
foot multi-purpose hall, 13,150-square-foot 
recreation center, and 10,460-square-foot 
cultural/education building. 

Approved, construction pending 

10 22nd Agricultural District 
Master Plan 

Del Mar Fairgrounds/ 
22nd District 
Agricultural District 
 

Master Plan 
updates 

Replace existing exhibit buildings (add 26,220 
square feet); pave east parking lot; new 60,000-
square-foot health club; Solana gate 
improvement; rooftop sports field. 

Pending 

11 Surf Cup Sports lease on 
“Polo Fields”  

El Camino Real south 
of Via de la Valle/City 
of San Diego 

Property lease  New lessee for 120-acre City-owned “Polo 
Fields” site for soccer fields; extension of CTC 
Trail on south side of lease area. 

Approved 

 Lagoon Restoration Projects 
12 SCE San Dieguito 

Lagoon Restoration 
Project and Ongoing 
Maintenance 

San Dieguito Lagoon 
both west and east of 
I-5 (Del Mar and San 
Diego). 

Lagoon 
restoration and 
ongoing 
project 
maintenance 

The San Dieguito Wetlands Restoration Project 
revitalized 150 acres of coastal wetlands, 
creating a fish nursery and a refuge for migratory 
water fowl and endangered species. The project 
restored tidal flows, natural habitat, and 
vegetation. Restoration opportunities continue to 
be implemented, such as W6A, which is a 1-acre 
site south of the San Dieguito River, west of 
W-19. 
 
Construction of 1.7-mile segment of CTC Trail, 
Dust Devil Nature Trail, two staging areas, and 
Birdwing Open Air Classroom. 
 
Project includes ongoing monitoring and 
assessment. Monitoring efforts include 
measuring flow volumes to assess tidal prism, 
yearly habitat surveys, survey data and field 
observations to assess topographic degradation, 
yearly inspection of seven plant species seed sets 
in summer–fall, exotic species surveys, water 
quality testing, bird surveys 18 times annually, 
fish sampling, macroinvertebrate sampling, and 
vegetation coverage analysis (CCC 2016). 
 
Inlet maintenance is also ongoing. Originally 

Ongoing 
 
Restoration completed in 2011, 
being monitored for 40 years 
 
Ongoing on annual basis or as 
needed 
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ID 
# Project Name 

General Location/ 
Jurisdiction Project Type Description Project Status/Schedule 

scheduled for every 2 years, inlet maintenance is 
periodic based upon varying environmental 
conditions. Material removed during inlet 
maintenance is placed on Del Mar Beach as sand 
nourishment.  

13 Fairgrounds South 
Overflow Lot Wetland 
Restoration 

22nd District 
Agricultural 
Association 

Wetland 
restoration 

Approximately 11-acre wetland restoration of 
former dirt parking lot. 

Phase 1 complete, Phase 2 
under construction 
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determine their potential cumulative contribution. Additionally, recently completed projects are 
also included on the list for informational purposes, even though the environmental effects of a 
previously completed project would be considered in existing conditions and included in the 
overall baseline. Programmatic policy documents (i.e., Coastal Regional Sediment Management 
Plan, Shoreline Preservation Strategy) are not included on the cumulative project list, as those 
are considered strategic planning documents that do not necessarily provide authority for 
implementation and generally do not identify specific projects. 
 
8.3 CUMULATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS 
 
8.3.1 LAND USE AND RECREATION 
 
Section 5.1 identified no significant land use impacts as a result of the implementation of 
restoration or material disposal associated with the project. Other cumulative projects, such as 
infrastructure improvements both within and around the San Dieguito Lagoon area, are not 
generally of the nature to result in significant land use conflicts or incompatibilities and would 
improve or upgrade existing infrastructure such as I-5 or the railway corridor as opposed to 
creating new uses or substantially modified alignments. However, the EIR/EIS for the SCE 
restoration project (USFWS and San Dieguito River Park JPA 2000) identified a cumulative land 
use impact due to the loss of farmland associated with that restoration project and other area 
projects that was significantly contributing to changing the semi-rural character of the area. The 
proposed project would not convert any active farmland and would maintain the current open 
space nature of the W-19 site and disposal site and thus would not contribute to an urbanizing 
change of local character. For these reasons, the proposed project would not make a 
cumulatively considerable contribution to a significant cumulative impact related to land 
use. 
 
No significant impacts to recreation opportunities or facilities were identified in association with 
the project. Other cumulative projects listed would serve to enhance recreational opportunities 
and facilities within the area. For example, the I-5 North Coast Corridor Project PWP within the 
San Dieguito lagoon area includes a new bike path along the interstate and new CTC Trail 
undercrossing at the railroad bridge. Also, a new San Dieguito River Park ranger station is being 
constructed adjacent to the existing trail staging area near Via de la Valle and San Andres Drive. 
While temporary closures or rerouting may be required during construction or maintenance 
activities for safety purposes, recreation opportunities would continue to be available in the area 
and recreation facilities would ultimately be enhanced by the project and other cumulative 
projects. The temporary restrictions and interruptions to recreational opportunities that 
would result from the proposed project would not make a cumulatively considerable 
contribution to a significant cumulative impact related to recreation. 
 
8.3.2 HYDROLOGY 
 
Section 5.2 identified no significant hydrology impacts related to project restoration, material 
disposal, or maintenance. It is possible that other cumulative projects, specifically projects that 
require substantial earth-moving or surface alterations, or projects that increase impervious 
surface area such as the El Camino Real Bridge Replacement Project, could also change and 
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modify local hydrology. Some cumulative projects could serve to improve river hydraulics 
through reduced constrictions, such as the El Camino Real Bridge Replacement Project, and the 
Los Angeles to San Diego Rail Corridor (LOSSAN) double-tracking project. However, similar to 
the proposed project, other cumulative projects would be required to adhere to all federal, state, 
and local regulatory requirements, and may include preparation of a SWPPP and implementation 
of BMPs to minimize impacts on surface drainage patterns, the amount of surface runoff, and the 
exposure of people or property to water-related hazards such as flooding. These regulations and 
requirements would further aid in minimizing the potential for project impacts that could 
combine to create cumulative hydrology impacts. For these reasons, the proposed project 
would not make a cumulatively considerable contribution to a significant cumulative 
impact related to hydrology. 
 
8.3.3 COASTAL PROCESSES AND SEDIMENT DELIVERY 
 
Section 5.3 details the potential impacts on coastal processes, including a disruption to the local 
littoral system due to the increased amount of sand entrained in the lagoon inlet. Another 
potential impact would result from decreased river sediment supplies that would no longer be 
available for beach and littoral cell replenishment. These significant impacts would be mitigated 
through the implementation of a deepened sand trap that would be used to capture material and 
place it on a beach receiver site, placement of sand removed during W-19 lagoon maintenance on 
the beach, and a beach nourishment program. Each of these activities would provide intermittent 
nourishment on the beaches and in the littoral cell. However, as identified in the SCE restoration 
project EIR/EIS, potential cumulative impacts to the lagoon inlet may be substantial depending 
on the quantity of sand placed and the location of the site relative to the inlet, resulting in a 
cumulatively significant but temporary increase in the longshore transport rate in the vicinity of 
the inlet. The SCE EIR/EIS found that the increase in the availability of sand at the inlet may 
result in more frequent closure and necessity for increased maintenance dredging; however, since 
implementation of the SCE restoration project, the inlet has remained open for longer periods 
than initially projected. The additional volumes of sand added to the beaches due to the deepened 
sand trap as mitigation as well as the sand placement of material removed during maintenance 
activities and beach nourishment program would be the same as the SCE placement locations. 
However, because the potential impact of more frequent inlet closure as anticipated in the SCE 
EIR/EIS has not occurred since implementation and the inlet has remained opened for longer 
periods of time, the increased sand volumes resulting from the proposed project would not add to 
a cumulative impact. For this reason, the proposed project would not make a cumulatively 
considerable contribution to a temporary significant cumulative coastal process and 
sediment deposition impact during sand trap maintenance and W-19 inlet maintenance. 
 
8.3.4 WATER QUALITY 
 
As detailed in Section 5.4, overall water quality throughout the lagoon would not be impacted 
with implementation of the proposed project. Overall, the proposed project would improve water 
quality that would cumulatively benefit the lagoon environment. Water quality and hydrology 
impacts can have widespread effects on an entire watershed, hydrologic unit, and downstream 
locations. For this reason, analysis of potential cumulative impacts to water quality must also 
consider development and projects that are occurring at upstream locations in the watershed. 
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Often, smaller projects with minor ground disturbance would not be of the type or magnitude to 
create significant water quality impacts. Some projects, such as the Sewer Pump Station 79 
project, would make improvements to existing infrastructure to minimize the potential for local 
wastewater spills to affect local water quality. However, larger projects, such as the I-5 North 
Coast Corridor project, LOSSAN project, or other large developments within the watershed, 
could result in degraded water quality. As described in Section 5.4, multiple federal, state, and 
local regulations must be complied with to protect water quality. Typically, projects under the 
Construction General Permit would be required to prepare a SWPPP that identifies BMPs that 
would be used to prevent pollutant discharge and minimize other water quality impacts. 
Additionally, projects would be implemented in accordance with RWQCB water quality 
certifications, which require compliance with applicable water quality standards, limitations, and 
restrictions. The EIR/EIS for the SCE restoration project (USFWS and San Dieguito River Park 
JPA 2000) identified a cumulative contribution to water quality impacts, but found that the 
impact could be mitigated with BMPs, similar to those required for the proposed project and 
other cumulative projects. The required adherence to water quality regulations and 
implementation of required BMPs would minimize the potential for water quality impacts to 
result from cumulative projects and development throughout the watershed. For these reasons, 
the proposed project would not make a cumulatively considerable contribution to a 
cumulatively significant impact related to water quality. 
 
8.3.5 GEOLOGY/SOILS 
 
Section 5.5 identified no significant impacts related to geologic hazards. It is possible that the 
W-19 restoration project could be under construction concurrent with other cumulative projects. 
Planned infrastructure projects within the local area, including the railroad corridor 
improvements as part of the LOSSAN double-tracking project, the El Camino Real Bridge 
Replacement Project, and other road widening projects would be subject to multiple regulatory 
codes and requirements to ensure structures are properly designed and engineered to achieve 
high safety standards when being constructed in unstable geologic conditions. The draft EIR for 
the upstream and adjacent El Camino Real Bridge Replacement Project did not identify any 
significant direct or cumulative geologic impacts (City of San Diego 2015a). The SCE 
restoration project has been completed adjacent to the project site, including site-specific 
geotechnical investigations and did not identify any unmitigated significant geologic hazards or 
any cumulative geologic impacts (USFWS and San Dieguito River Park JPA 2000). 
 
Thus, the proposed project would not make a cumulatively considerable contribution to a 
cumulatively significant impact related to geology and soils. 
 
8.3.6 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 
 
The majority of the cumulative projects that could also include construction are located within or 
in proximity to the river valley itself and have the potential to adversely impact sensitive 
biological resources. Adverse biological impacts resulting from cumulative projects could 
include the disturbance of sensitive vegetation communities, habitat loss, impacts to nesting 
and/or foraging habitat of sensitive animal species, temporary restrictions to wildlife movement, 
degraded water quality, and others. These projects would be subject to federal, state, and local 
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regulations aimed at the avoidance, protection, and mitigation of adverse impacts to biological 
resources although biological impacts could still occur. 
 
Conversely, as identified in Table 8-1 above, the SCE San Dieguito Lagoon Restoration Project 
recently restored a large portion of the lagoon and associated upland area. As a result of this 
restoration, habitat within the general lagoon area now has increased biological value and could 
provide refugia for species displaced or indirectly affected by implementation of the proposed 
project. Similarly, implementation of the proposed project would further enhance wetland 
function and value within the San Dieguito Lagoon complex by expanding suitable habitat for a 
number of listed and special-status species. In the context of the larger lagoon complex and the 
habitat it offers, cumulative impacts from the implementation of cumulative projects would be 
relatively minor. 
 
While some adverse short-term biological impacts could occur if construction overlaps with that 
of the proposed project, they would not be considered significant because the cumulative 
contribution of the proposed project would cease over time as habitats establish. In addition, the 
proposed project would not result in a considerable contribution to long-term cumulative impacts 
because of the overall positive and beneficial biological results that would occur from the 
construction of this proposed project. Thus, the proposed project would not make a 
cumulatively considerable contribution to a cumulatively significant impact related to 
biological resources. 
 
8.3.7 VISUAL RESOURCES 
 
Section 5.7 identified that the visual environment of the W-19 site and disposal site would be 
altered due to construction activities but the alteration would not be a significant impact. When 
analyzing cumulative visual impacts, it is important to consider those projects that could alter the 
existing visual environment with the same viewshed as the project. Other cumulative projects, 
such as the I-5 North Coast Corridor Project and El Camino Real Bridge Replacement Project, 
could contribute to the short-term temporary construction visual affects by adding more 
construction equipment operating in the area, increasing vegetation removal, landform 
modifications, stockpiling, and other construction-related activities. However, due to the limited 
nature of construction within the W-19 site and disposal site, because the visual intrusion of 
construction activities would last only for the duration of each project’s construction period and, 
ultimately, the river valley character would be returned similar to existing preconstruction 
conditions, the visual effects from various construction projects are considered noticeable and 
somewhat out of context, but would not be substantial. Thus, the proposed project would not 
make a cumulatively considerable contribution to a significant cumulative visual impact 
due to the cumulative construction projects throughout the W-19 site and disposal site. 
 
The EIR for the SCE restoration project (USFWS and San Dieguito River Park JPA 2000) 
identifies a significant cumulative visual impact due to landform alteration and the El Camino 
Real Bridge Replacement Project (City of San Diego 2015a) identifies cumulative visual impacts 
due to blocked views. The project would not result in visual degradation of the same nature or 
magnitude that could add to these particular visual cumulative impacts. Thus, the proposed 
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project would not make a cumulatively considerable contribution to a significant long-term 
cumulative visual impact. 
 
8.3.8 TRAFFIC, ACCESS, AND CIRCULATION 
 
As outlined in Section 5.8, a short-term significant traffic impact would occur during 
construction activities along Via de la Valle, El Camino Real, and local freeway segments. This 
impact would be temporary, lasting only the duration of the project construction. Hauling 
material for disposal would occur onsite and would not contribute to a cumulative traffic impact. 
Wetlands maintenance would also require use of the congested two-lane segments of El Camino 
Real and Via de la Valle and result in a significant temporary impact related to local roadways. 
 
If construction or maintenance trips associated with the project were to occur simultaneously 
with other cumulative projects that either add traffic, require lane closures, or change the traffic 
flow in the immediate area, most specifically the adjacent El Camino Real Bridge Replacement 
Project, widening of Via de la Valle (anticipated 2018), or the I-5 North Coast Corridor Project, it 
is possible that the resulting changes in traffic volumes and roadway capacities could combine to 
create greater congestion and traffic impacts. It is difficult to anticipate if cumulative projects 
would overlap because of unknown timing of project construction schedules; however, it is 
possible that some portion of the projects would overlap. For example, the El Camino Real 
Bridge Replacement Project is anticipated to be constructed over a period of 3 years (City of San 
Diego 2015) and would have the potential to occur concurrently with some element of the 
proposed project. 
 
Mitigation measures required for the project include Traffic-1, which would include notifying 
motorists of delays and suggesting earlier alternative routes. Additional mitigation measures to 
reduce the traffic congestion were considered, but none were found to be feasible to mitigate the 
temporary traffic impacts due to construction traffic. The limited number of roads servicing the 
area creates challenges in identifying feasible mitigation options. For this reason, 
implementation of the proposed project would make a cumulatively considerable 
contribution to a temporary significant cumulative traffic impact if adverse traffic impacts 
from various projects were to occur concurrently. As described above, additional mitigation 
measures detailed in Section 5.8.5 were found infeasible at a project level. No additional feasible 
cumulative mitigation measures have been identified to further reduce the cumulative traffic 
impacts. 
 
8.3.9 AIR QUALITY 
 
Air quality is typically considered a regional issue, as pollutants can travel long distances, 
regardless of jurisdictional boundaries. For this reason, the cumulative analysis considers 
regional air quality throughout the SDAB. However, localized air quality impacts can also result 
from numerous construction projects in a small area. 
 
As detailed in Section 5.9, cumulative air quality analysis focuses on whether a project would 
result in a cumulatively considerable increase in emissions. By its very nature, air pollution is 
largely a cumulative impact. The nonattainment status of regional pollutants is a result of past 
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and present development within the SDAB, and this regional impact is cumulative rather than 
attributable to any one source. A project’s emissions may be individually limited, but 
cumulatively considerable when taken in combination with past, present, and future development 
projects. 
 
The thresholds are relevant to whether a project’s individual emissions would result in a 
cumulatively considerable incremental contribution to the existing cumulative air quality 
conditions. A project that produces a significant air quality impact in an area that is out of 
attainment is considered to significantly contribute to the incremental cumulative air quality 
impact. Conversely, projects that do not exceed the threshold criteria or can be mitigated to less 
than criteria threshold levels are considered insignificant contributors and would not 
substantially add to the overall cumulative impact. Because construction activities would exceed 
the project-level air quality significance thresholds for PM10 emissions, the proposed project 
would have a cumulatively considerable contribution to the region’s air quality and impacts 
would be significant. However, Mitigation Measure AQ-1, which specifies construction methods 
to reduce fugitive dust emissions associated with off-road equipment and heavy-duty vehicles, is 
required for project implementation as detailed in Section 5.9.5, along with standard construction 
practices listed in Table 3-2 to reduce PM emissions to below a level of significance. Thus, 
because emission levels from the proposed project would be mitigated below appropriate 
thresholds, the project would not make a cumulatively considerable contribution to a 
significant cumulative air quality impact. 
 
8.3.10 NOISE 
 
Noise is a localized issue and potential impacts extend only as far as noise from a project is 
audible. For this reason, cumulative impacts would only result when two projects are in 
proximity and occurring concurrently. As detailed in Section 5.10, the noise analysis did identify 
that trail users would be exposed to substantially increased noise levels for short periods of time 
when grading associated with restoration activities or maintenance is occurring close to the 
project boundary and users are hiking within proximity to that activity (estimated duration on the 
order of minutes), which is considered significant. However, Mitigation Measure Noise-1 
mitigates this impact to less than significant. The significant noise impact to trail users would not 
be substantially worsened by cumulative projects as that impact is extremely localized and would 
only occur when trail users are very near restoration equipment in active use. 
 
It is possible that another cumulative project could occur during the same timeframe as project 
construction. For example, the I-5 North Coast Corridor Project or El Camino Real Bridge 
Replacement Project are cumulative projects that would be in proximity to the project and could 
potentially overlap with the construction period. Though other cumulative projects are 
anticipated to occur within the general river valley area at some point during restoration 
activities, it is unlikely that the two projects would occur in such proximity to each other and also 
within close distance to a residential area that their noise could combine and result in an 
exceedance of noise level thresholds. While background ambient noise levels might be 
temporarily increased during simultaneous construction of multiple projects, this increase is not 
anticipated to be above significant levels at nearby receptors. Thus, the proposed project would 
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not make a cumulatively considerable contribution to a significant cumulative noise 
impact. 
 
8.3.11 CULTURAL RESOURCES 
 
As described in Section 5.11, archaeological resources, if present onsite, could be substantially 
damaged or destroyed during excavation of the W-19 restoration site or previously undisturbed 
portion of the disposal site. The potential for damage or destruction of archaeological resources 
would be considered a significant project impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 
Cultural-1 would reduce proposed project impacts to archaeological resources to less than 
significant levels through the monitoring and appropriate protection/preservation of any historic 
resources encountered. 
 
Other projects (listed in Table 8-1) that involve ground disturbance would also have the potential 
to impact buried cultural resources. Similar to the project, these cumulative projects would also 
be subject to all federal, state, and local regulations mandating the protection of cultural 
resources. If cumulative projects identify a potential to impact cultural resources, the impact 
would typically be mitigated through measures such as site preservation or data recovery. These 
types of mitigation measures allow the cultural resources data to be protected and preserved to 
ensure that the critical information necessary to the future study of cultural resource sites and 
artifacts is not lost or destroyed by the proposed project or other cumulative projects within the 
study area. For example, the El Camino Real Bridge Replacement Project requires monitoring 
and implementation of appropriate measures if unknown resources were to be encountered (City 
of San Diego 2015a). Thus, potential cumulative impacts to historic resources would be expected 
to be fully avoided, minimized, or mitigated through a variety of methods including those 
described above, and critical information regarding regional prehistory preserved and/or 
documented. For these reasons, the proposed project would not make a cumulatively 
considerable contribution to cumulative impacts for cultural resources. 
 
8.3.12 PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES 
 
As identified in Section 5.12, implementation of the project would require disturbance of 
approximately 27,500 cy of soils that have a moderate to high resource potential, which would 
result in a potentially significant impact related to paleontological resources. A similar 
conclusion was drawn for the El Camino Real Bridge Replacement Project due to new ground 
disturbance with comparable mitigation (City of San Diego 2015a). Such mitigation, as proposed 
for the project, the El Camino Real Bridge Replacement Project, and many other cumulative 
projects requiring CEQA compliance, ensures that any paleontological resources encountered 
during construction would be adequately treated and the important information retained and 
documented. This would minimize/mitigate the potential for the project to add to the cumulative 
loss or destruction of significant paleontological resources. The proposed project would not 
make a cumulatively considerable contribution to a cumulatively significant impact related 
to paleontology. 
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8.3.13 PUBLIC SERVICES AND UTILITIES 
 
As detailed in Section 5.13, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts to public 
services and utilities. Generally, the listed cumulative projects would not result in new 
construction with substantial increase in demand for utilities or public services. For example, 
neither the El Camino Real Bridge Replacement Project nor the SCE restoration project 
identified impacts to public services or utilities. Some cumulative projects would serve to 
improve or replace old or failing utility infrastructure in the area, such as the Sewer Pump 
Station 79. Large projects such as the I-5 North Coast Corridor or LOSSAN double-tracking 
projects would likely require extensive coordination with public service providers due to 
necessary infrastructure relocations to avoid interrupted service; however, they are not the type 
of project that necessitate a substantial increase in the long-term demand for public services or 
utilities. Because the proposed project would not result in the need for new systems or 
substantial alterations to existing systems, the project would not make a cumulatively 
considerable contribution to a cumulative direct or indirect adverse impact to utilities or 
public services. 
 
8.3.14 PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY 
 
Section 5.14 identified no significant impacts related to public health and safety. Other 
cumulative projects, such as the El Camino Real Bridge Replacement, I-5 North Coast Corridor, 
and LOSSAN double-tracking projects, may also occur within the area in an overlapping 
timeframe with the project and would also be required to comply with all regulatory safety 
requirements regarding hazardous materials. The mandatory adherence to regulatory 
requirements limits potential for cumulative risks associated with the use of hazardous materials 
and public health and safety. 
 
The proposed project would alter the water flows though San Dieguito Lagoon due to changed 
hydrology and maintenance of the channels and inlet. The change in hydrology would be 
combined with the alterations that resulted from the SCE restoration project. However, the effect 
of the project on flows and water movement is not anticipated to create public health or safety 
risks. The EIR/EIS for the SCE restoration project also identified no cumulative impact to public 
health and safety due to altered water flows. 
 
Thus, the proposed project would not make a cumulatively considerable contribution to a 
cumulative public health or safety impact. 
 
8.3.15 GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 
 
A single project is unlikely to have a significant impact on global climate change. However, the 
cumulative effects of worldwide GHG emissions have been clearly linked to changes in the 
atmosphere and identified as the main cause of global climate change. For this reason, analysis 
of GHG emissions from the project, as provided in Section 5.15, is considered a cumulative 
impact analysis. Section 5.15 provides a complete analysis of GHG emissions for the proposed 
project. The GHG emissions from construction activities associated with lagoon restoration, 
materials disposal, or maintenance would not exceed the significance threshold of 900 MT CO2e 
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per year used for analysis of this project. Therefore, the project would not generate GHG 
emissions that may have a significant impact on the environment and the project would not 
make a cumulatively considerable contribution to a cumulative climate change or GHG 
impact. 
 
Specific to sea level rise and extreme events, the project would provide a benefit by maintaining 
and enhancing tidal exchange with the ocean. This enhancement and ongoing maintenance would 
increase the ability of the lagoon and river valley to slowly adapt to changes in sea level over 
time. Additionally, lowered flood elevation would provide resiliency against floods, other 
extreme events, and sea level rise. Therefore, regardless of other projects’ cumulative 
contributions to sea level rise or extreme events, the project and its alternatives would not 
result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to sea level rise. 
 




